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Agenda

● The journey of prompting open access at Oregon State University

● Why we decided to develop the Easy Deposit 2 system

● How Easy Deposit 2 works

● Results and discussion

● The challenges to green open access

● Future plan



Oregon State’s University-Wide Open Access 
Policy

● In 2013, Faculty senate 
approved the open access (OA) 

policy initialized by the library 

● Faculty should send 
manuscript to library

● Library will deposit the 

manuscript into the 
university’s IR

● However, the deposit rate is 

LOW at 12.2%



Faculty Feedback: 

Too much effort for 
depositing articles into 
IR.



Early Green OA Support 
at Oregon State

• Library dedicates one full time 
staff to outreach and deposit 
articles for faculty

• Deposit rate does increase to 
about 44% but it is not 
sustainable



Easy Deposit 2 is the Reboot of Our OA Support

Starts with real-world problems:

● Human resource
● Oregon State’s institutional repository migrated to a new platform

● Green OA deposits rate to ScholarsArchive@OSU is down to single 

digit between November 2017 to October 2018

Easy Deposit 2 (ED2) will automate major steps for green OA workflow by   

data integration: 
● Harvesting, outreach, and deposit

● As institute's database for publications and green OA management







ED2 Workflow Consists of a Sequence of Events

Parse 
metadata 
and email

Harvest 
WoS for 
new 
pubs

Save 
results 
in ED2

Send 
article 
recruit 
email to 
author

Author 
deposit 
into IR via 
link in 
email



ED2 is an Web Application built on Ruby on Rails, 
and it uses various Ruby gems.
Communicate with WoS API:
● Savon
● Nokogiri
Administration UI:
● Rails_admin
Storage management:
● Active_storage
State (event) management:
● aasm
https://github.com/osulp/Easydeposit2

https://github.com/osulp/Easydeposit2


Now Making Article Deposit is as Easy as 
Clicking Links





313
1,845

$70K



ED2: 17%

Self deposit: 5-10%

Mediated deposit: 

44%



Discussion 

● A piece of software such as ED2 can make the support of 
green open access be more efficient and effective. 

● But the fundamental challenge to the success of green 
open access is researcher participation. And it is a job that 

no software alone can achieve.



The Success of Open Access Requires a 
Change in the Research Culture

Nosek, Brian (@BrianNosek) “How can we change the research culture 
so that behaviors supporting open, reproducible science are the 

default?  There are five nested components to achieving cultural 

change.”. Jan 6, 2018, 1:35pm. 

https://twitter.com/briannosek/status/949756218817630208?lang=en

https://twitter.com/briannosek/status/949756218817630208?lang=en


Five Nested Components to Achieve 
Cultural Change

Infrastructures such as institutional repositories 

Open access policy

Incentives (e.g., more download and citations 
with open access)

Community norms, or what is considered as “good” 
behavior

Support of the infrastructure such as workflow and 
deposit tool



Future Plan to Promote OA at Oregon State

Community Norms:
● Outreach to departments and faculty senate committees for the 

importance of being “open” in scientific researches

Provide Incentives:

● Provide data management and copyright services to faculty

● Provide opportunities to build repositories for faculty projects

● Provide more accurate and informative statistics 

Re-visit Open Access Policy:
● Add language for copyright

● Make library more central in the workflow of open access



Easy Deposit 2 Weakness

It depends on only one data source:
● Incomplete and imbalance in coverage 

of research topics
● Requires subscription



Next Steps of Easy Deposit 2 
Development

● Use free and open access data sources 
● Send out reminder email for deposit

● Generate report for open access 
deposit rate 



Thanks!

ED2 is open source: 
https://github.com/osulp/Easydeposit2

Contact:

Hui.Zhang@oregonstate.edu
scholarsarchive@oregonstate.edu

https://github.com/osulp/Easydeposit2
mailto:Hui.Zhang@oregonstate.edu
mailto:scholarsarchive@oregonstate.edu

